




HISTORYHISTORY
Lineadecor kitchens are produced 
by Dekor Ahşap Ürünleri, an 
experienced company in the 
modular kitchen sector. Starting its 
operations in 1991, the company 
has played a leading role in the 
development of modular kitchen 
furniture sector by constantly 
investing in technology and people 
in line with the importance it places 
on production quality. Dekor Ahşap 
Ürünleri began operations in its 
Gebze facility in 2006. During 
that time, significant investments 
were made in its infrastructure to 
renew all production with state 
of the art technology. Currently, 
25,000 kitchens can be produced 
annually in the production facilities 
established on an area of 
30,000 m2.

Lineadecor kitchen furniture is 
made available to users in every 
region of Turkey with a large number 
of authorized sellers serving at 
various locations, and is a preferred 
brand in prestigious construction 
projects. In addition to being the 
most popular kitchen brand in 
Turkey, Lineadecor also serves 
customers in many countries of the 
Middle and Far East, Europe and 
the USA with authorized sellers 
continuously growing in number.
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PHILOSOPHYPHILOSOPHY
Inspiration, research, creativity…

Adding pleasure to and enhancing 
the quality of people’s lives 
constitute an important aspect 
of Lineadecor’s mission and 
serve as a source of inspiration.  
Unique designs are created with 
consideration for the habits and 
needs of kitchen users. Durable 
kitchens that will add distinction to 
life and hold aesthetic values are 
created with the best resources 
of today’s technology.

With a spirit of growth and vast 
experience, Lineadecor creates 
kitchens that adapt to different 
lifestyles and give the comfort 
of “feeling at home”. 
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Success is a process of 
experience and knowledge.

Focusing solely on kitchen 
design and production since its 
establishment, Lineadecor has 
specialized in meeting different 
expectations, developed a 
mastery of all the intricacies of 
kitchen design and succeeded 
in producing excellent results 
continuously with knowledge 
gained over the years. The unique 
know-how of Lineadecor that 
spans from knowing materials 
to production technologies, the 
innovations in the design world and 
customer expectations, continues 
to be enriched all the time enabling 
the company to achieve flawless 
projects.

Tested quality

In contrast to the rest of the furniture 
in our homes, kitchen furniture is 
exposed to intense use, steam, 
humidity and heat. This is why 
the quality of the materials used 
is important. Lineadecor selects 
the materials for its kitchens by 
subjecting them to stringent tests 
related to durability under kitchen 
conditions and their expected life. 
On hinge systems a 200,000 
open/close test and on drawer 
systems a 100,000 open/close test 
is applied and the load capacities 
of load bearers are measured.

Design, a crucial factor in 
kitchens.

Lineadecor creates a distinction 
with design, details, materials and 
product quality. With R&D and 
Product Development departments 
in its structure, Lineadecor follows 
the global progress very closely 
and plays a pioneering role in 
its industry in Turkey. Lineadecor 
constantly enriches its range 
of products in order to respond 
to various customer needs and 
provide different solutions to meet 
their expectations. 

KNOWLEDGE
GS Certificate

Lineadecor has the Geprüfte 
Sicherheit Certificate which means 
“tested safety” in German. Based 
on the German Equipment and 
Product Safety Act, the GS logo on 
Lineadecor products is a symbol of 
safety for consumers all around the 
world. Those who see this symbol 
know that the product they are 
using has passed stringent tests, 
and are assured of the quality of 
Lineadecor kitchens produced with 
high technology.

Project design

The Lineadecor kitchen design 
experts offer free project design 
services. Experts working in 
Lineadecor stores receive extensive 
training covering areas such as 
kitchen design, production details, 
new trends, product and material 
information. Lineadecor knows the 
importance of the human factor 
and successful teamwork in 
every step of creating an ideal 
kitchen. With this awareness, 
Lineadecor has been placing a 
lot of importance on factors such 
as human resources, knowledge, 
experience and creativity since its 
foundation and aims to achieve its 
goal of continuous improvements.
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PROJECT
Lineadecor adds value to your 
projects.

With over twenty years of 
experience, Lineadecor has taken a 
prominent place in select real estate 
projects both domestically and 
internationally. In addition to high 
class projects being implemented 
in the Middle and Near East, 
Europe and USA, projects of major 
construction companies in Turkey 
also carry the Lineadecor signature.

Lineadecor presents flawless 
services as a design partner in 
large scale projects. 
These services start at the 
architectural design stage and 
cover kitchen planning and 
infrastructure.

Lineadecor, with its manufacturing 
facilities of the latest technology, 
utilities a highly sophisticated 
computer assisted system which 
assures constant monitoring of 
material and production quality, 
efficient sales planning, on time 
deliveries and professional 
installation. Presenting the 
advantages of having a facility 
equipped with the latest technology, 
Lineadecor constantly monitors 
material and production quality 
with production, sales and 
planning processes enhanced with 
computer software and makes on 
time deliveries without deficiency. 
Assembly services provided by 
expert personnel emphasize 
yet again the professionalism 
of Lineadecor.
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LUNA
A perfect reflection of 
Scandinavian design…
Luna creates a balance 
between real life and minimal 
design with its soft colors 
and contemporary style.
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Luna’s thin framed doors create 
a modern and warm atmosphere 
thanks to its matt lacquered and 
silky neutral wooden tones.
Living spaces blend seamlessly 
with the heart of the house 
as the kitchen counter integrates 
with the dining table.
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An unmatched design with plain 
lines and unique handle details...
The glossy lacquered doors of 
Fila reflect radiance, calmness 
and perfection. With a fascinating 
design, Fila makes the dreams of 
those who want a timeless kitchen 
come true.  

FILA
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Fila provides the perfect ambiance 
for hosting guests, enjoying pleasant 
activities and creating special 
recipes.
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Creating a sophisticated effect 
with opaque and glossy doors, 
Fila brings order to the kitchen 
with varying sizes of drawers and 
cupboards, and makes life easier 
with smart ideas. 

The dishwasher being placed 
higher than usual in a tall unit 
makes it very comfortable to use. 
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ESSO
Masculine and profound…
Matt velvety surfaces emphasize 
Esso’s personality and the 
depth of colors. Esso transforms 
kitchens into a center of peace 
and serenity with its soft touch 
sensation and clear appearance.
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Esso creates a calm and modest 
background with its neutral color 
palette and provides freedom when 
styling the kitchen.

The sophisticated and striking 
appearance of the black framed 
glass wall cabinets captures a 
perfect balance with the recessed 
lighting inside the cabinets.

ESSO LINEADECOR
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PETRA
Nature meets high technology. 
Petra’s three-dimensional door 
represents innovation and delivers 
ultimate sophistication.
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Open shelf systems and integrated 
handles allow flexibility in design. 
Petra offers elegance while 
providing functionality in the 
kitchen. 



OPUS
A kitchen as a work of art… 
With its pure and minimalist look 
completed with well thought details 
Opus is much more than a kitchen.

Opus brings an innovative 
perspective to the kitchen concept 
by delivering a design bare enough 
to allow enhancement by adding 
personal accessories. Yet it still 
possesses an unexpected elegance 
for such simplicity.
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Opus’ doors without handles not 
only highlight the simple form 
desired for this model but also 
provide the kitchen with a feeling 
of freedom. The appearance of 
wall-mounted units emphasizes this 
feeling even further.

The seamlessly flowing form 
created by same color matt glass 
doors and profile of the units 
maintains the visual integrity of 
the design.
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Specially designed automatically 
opening units make it easy to 
reach the kitchen utensils, perfect 
for those who wish to save time 
in accordance with the fast 
pace of life.

While saving energy with linear LED 
lighting, Opus does not compromise 
on the elegance and transcends 
into excellence with fine details.
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Reform in the kitchen… 
An innovative approach, a distinct 
interpretation of the conventional 
kitchen... Axis is pure and graceful 
with its doors without handles. 
It’s authentic and personalized 
look is delivered by the rich diversity 
of color and finishing options. 

Axis delivers more storage options 
and adds space to the kitchen with 
deeper worktops, higher cabinets, 
worktop accessories and roomy 
drawer systems, all of which 
could be applied to the other
models, as well. Sliding wall 
cabinets complete the perfection of 
smooth and neat look of the design.
Axis inspires everyone who enjoys 
life improving ideas.

AXIS
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The worktop accessories not only 
create an elegant look on the 
worktop but also put anything you 
need right at your fingertips, making 
it fast and convenient to reach what 
you need, when you need.

Tall cabinets push the limits to 
create the maximum storage area 
in kitchens; idle spaces are now 
turned into storage spaces.
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It only takes a gentle touch to 
access inside the cabinets with 
sliding doors operating in both 
directions. Kitchen ergonomics 
complemented with a modern 
and elegant look.

The harmony of veneer and 
glossy-dark cashmere lacquer 
finish create a perfect combination 
with the simple and smooth form of 
the cabinet doors without handles.
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TERRA
A design that invites nature into 
your kitchen...

Terra’s specially textured wood 
surface bring the comforting feel of 
nature into the kitchen. Terra offers 
several different wood colors all of 
which create a cozy atmosphere 
with warm tones.
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Terra offers large storage spaces 
with deep drawers and cabinet 
systems along with glass door 
options and open shelf systems 
for displaying accessories and 
dinnerware.

The functional details and warm 
atmosphere of Terra transforms the 
kitchen into a living space, that is 
both for cooking and for spending 
pleasant times with loved ones.
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The natural wood texture of Terra, 
completed with the elegant copper 
handles, emphasize the warming 
effect of chestnut.
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Otto has a bold style with metallic
looking surface and robust design.
Otto’s brushed surface, designed with 
a distinctive and unique approach, 
creates a timeless and modern look. 
With the perfect blend of soft fabric 
texture and hard metallic look, 
Otto captures a flawless harmony.

O
T
T
O

OTTO
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Inspired by the neutral color 
transitions of oxidized metals, 
minerals and elements, 
Otto creates an effective user 
experience interacting with people 
via latest technology.
The aluminium shelf system 
completes the elegant style while 
Otto’s brushed anthracite handles 
provide an ergonomic use.
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ETNA
Etna’s unique concrete-textured 
doors, inspired by industrial design, 
represent a modern and confident 
look. It’s a dynamic kitchen suitable 
for fast urban life.

Etna’s unique concrete-textured 
doors, inspired by industrial design, 
represent a modern and confident 
look. It’s a dynamic kitchen suitable 
for fast urban life.
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Etna provides freedom by its 
open-ceiling shelf, mobile units 
and retractable table. Concrete and 
metal textures create admirable 
contrast with the warmth of raw 
wood in the ceiling shelf.
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RITMO
With its iconic 60’s style, Ritmo 
sets the standard among the retro 
style kitchens. 

The design brings bold colors and 
circular shapes together to create 
an energetic kitchen which will 
surely become your home’s center 
of attraction.
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The flexibility of the furniture 
design allows you to combine 
your kitchen with the living room 
space. The kitchen becomes the 
center of your home.

Open shelves offer the opportunity 
to reflect your taste by displaying 
books, decoration objects and 
accessories.
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The vibrant color choices are 
offered both in matt and glossy 
lacquer.
 
Curved surfaces widen the space. 
Thanks to it’s unique visual 
presentation, the end result of Ritmo 
never fails to impress its viewers.
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KAPPA
The perfection is hidden behind 
the philosophy “less is more”. 
A kitchen of admiration with 
its perfect form. The handle is 
designed skillfully with the subtle
curve on its door. The final look is 
clear and fascinating. 

Kappa, with its special details, 
proves to be original and innovative. 
This model allows creating 
compositions where each space 
can accommodate a function. 
Wood has never been used in such 
an impressive manner.
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Massive door units hold specially 
crafted handles, whereas the 
lacquer door wall units are totally 
eliminated from handles in order 
to reach a clean, minimal look. 

With their ergonomic designs, these 
units can store a lot of items within 
their large hidden spaces.
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EFFE
Effe offers the illusion of 
surrounding yourself in nature.
When escaping the crowds and 
hustle of the city, stepping into your 
kitchen feels like stepping into your 
own corner of nature.

Combining the wood laminate 
surface with the mat lacquered 
doors warms up the space.
The unique texture of the door 
surface complete the ultimate 
feeling of coziness.
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There are hidden treasures behind 
Effe’s wood textured cabinets. 
With a system aimed at giving you 
the maximum amount of usable 
space in your kitchen, it offers you 
smart solutions for your drawer and 
cupboard organization, making 
more space for your life.
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PICA
A kitchen that will add joy to your 
life for many years. Pica owns 
unique and extraordinary forms, 
yet it can lie in perfect harmony with 
many different styles.

It reflects the modern lifestyle with 
dynamic and convenient forms. 
Transcending beyond the usual 
lines with the contrasting details 
in its design, Pica guarantees to 
attract admiration.
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A kitchen always filled with light... 
Pica’s glossy unit doors create 
beautiful reflections in the kitchen. 

The open wooden shelves 
assembled in the units, deliver 
convenience and aestheticism by 
turning the kitchen into a perfect 
environment not only to cook and 
eat but to live in.

Wood and bright colors are brought 
together in an excellent harmony, 
and the resulting atmosphere is 
ideal to behold for those looking 
for perfection in kitchen.
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High gloss chrome leg of Pica 
create a more spacious ambience 
in the kitchen. Chairs designed 
in similar form complete this 
ambience. 

The contrast created by the 
coexistence of light colored 
doors and dark colored handles 
establishes a powerful modern 
feeling. This effect delivers Pica 
its extraordinary look.
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Modern lines, a sophisticated look... 
Lago adds a feeling of admiration to 
its surrounding. The exotic wooden 
texture brings out the essence 
of the design influenced by retro 
inclinations. 

Lago is a very attractive model 
which cannot be resisted by 
those who prefer a pure, fine 
design. It has this perfect balance 
empowered by the harmony of 
different types of materials where 
all of its vivid colors result in a 
different visual richness. 

Lago’s elite character adds 
elegance to your home.

LAGO
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Fluent and peaceful… A dynamic 
effect of the doors with horizontal 
seams and a luminous environment 
created by the use of alternative 
light colors… Silky reflections on the 
kitchen project the desired clarity. 
Far from complexity, a pure and 
elegant design… 

With its lines and colors, Seta 
is designed to accommodate 
gracefulness in every detail. 

Movements of plain and horizontal 
forms add dimension to the setting 
and enhance the beauty of the 
design, thus make the kitchen the 
preferred space at home.

SETA
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A modern way of interpreting 
romanticism… Created through
modern and innovative 
understanding yet carries 
traces of romantic indications. 
Dora stands on an intimate, 
friendly and modern line. 

Its horizontally textured special 
surface brings the kitchen a 
fascinating natural look while 
offering a visual effect of wideness. 

An innovative model with its arc 
formed, unique and ergonomic 
handles. The special texture of the 
surface comes out more with the 
plain colors; the wood alternatives 
make a pleasant reference to 
the nature. Creates a lively, joyful 
atmosphere.

DORA
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Flap door cabinets, drawers and 
the texture of wood all lay on a 
horizontal line. Besides being 
ergonomic, the integrated handles 
of Dora complete the horizontal 
effect of this design.

The lightening at the base of the 
wall units illuminates the kitchen 
sink and worktop homogeneously. 
Independent control possibility of 
each lightening element enables
significant energy saving.
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MITO
Glossy colors, defined by modern 
forms, transform into elegance. 
Mito, with its many details and 
different alternatives, provides all 
the possible solutions that may 
reflect any life style. 

The square-shaped handles 
appear as elegant details as they 
lie in harmony with the glossy 
surface of the doors.
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MIA
A modern, dynamic appearance...
Mia comes to life by its design and 
functional details. Young, practical 
and independent...

It offers chic and practical solutions 
in order to meet the daily needs 
and expectations. 

Mia is a modern kitchen suitable for 
every kind of space. It’s a kitchen 
that offers comfort and functionality.
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Cleverly designed mechanisms 
make it possible to hide the drawers 
behind the doors and turn the 
corners into a space with easy 
reach and practical use. Thanks 
to these mechanisms, comfort and 
chic appearance are united without 
giving away from the final elegant 
look. 

Plain lines offer a user-friendly 
environment and support hygiene 
while the peninsula serves as a 
multipurpose working area.
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NEO
Neo, where cooking, gathering 
with friends and spending time with 
your children become fun, interprets 
the kitchen like a play area with 
its energetic design.

Neo, with its young and joyful 
style, fascinates as a modern and 
dynamic living space and becomes 
the center of home. Different forms 
and innovative details complete 
this vibrant look. 
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Glossy doors in lively colors create 
bright and positive settings. While 
the integrated handles maintain the 
integrity of the design, the modern 
and plain line remains. Illuminated 
wall shelves accommodate your 
beloved accessories and items you 
always need close at hand.
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Arya redefines classic kitchen style. 
Along with its welcoming design 
and beautiful bare lines, Arya invites 
inspiration and meets perfection.
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The unique design of the wall 
units with glass and wire, bring 
the warmth of traditional style into 
the kitchen. Arya’s smart details, 
such as the accessories and open 
shelves placed over countertops, 
ease daily life.
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The classical Shaker style 
is reinterpreted with Lea’s 
modern approach.
Lea obtains its elegance from 
simplicity. With its framed 
doors and wooden color 
palette, Lea invites its users 
to a magical jou rney that 
carries the past to the present.

LEA
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Lea’s built-in lighting under the 
wall cabinets creates a natural 
and spacious atmosphere with its 
minimal design.
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Island kitchen solutions define 
the boundaries of two separate 
living spaces in a stylish way while 
expanding the food preparation area 
and offering a bar-height seating 
opportunity as an alternative 
to the dining table.
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You will create reasons to spend 
time in your kitchen.
Nourished by the heritage of art 
and history, Sera feels like looking 
at a unique painting…
Emphasizing every detail carefully 
designed with gold decoration, 
Sera draws its splendor from its 
heritage. Matt lacquered surface 
and silver reflective glasses 
patterned with diamonds come 
together in Sera’s fascinating design.

SERA
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The hood unit crowned with 
elegant motifs with its pantry 
system on both sides, offers use 
of every area in your kitchen, 
allowing you to conveniently 
access all the materials you need.
In the kitchen, which surrounds 
you with its poetic appearance,
the island unit, supported by legs 
with motifs, becomes a meeting point, 
transforming shared pleasant 
moments into unforgettable memories.
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Balancing nostalgia with modern 
pieces and colors, Sera transforms 
your kitchen into a special place 
that lives between times. 
In the kitchen, where all kinds 
of functions are solved with
a privileged elegance and all 
needs are met, the harmony of 
white stone toned doors and gold 
handles stands out. A combination 
of traditional hood design and 
contrasting ambitious colors creates 
an admirably bold kitchen that can 
express itself freely.
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A unique look, admired by stunning 
silver reflections, awaits you in your 
kitchen with a mullion glass door 
design. Sera is eye catching with 
its delicately handled details and all 
the harmonious elements from start 
to finish, from patterned end panels 
to corniches and light pelmets.
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Great ideas and fine details 
emanating to create something 
more than a kitchen... 

Mona is a model that transforms 
an outstanding design into an 
excellent living space. In addition to 
being stylish and spacious enough 
to fit for sophisticated and classic 
lifestyles, Mona is also suitable for 
modern lives by combining classic 
lines with contemporary details 
and by simply being a design that 
is ahead of its time. The feeling of 
spaciousness created by Mona, 
transforms the kitchen into the most 
enjoyable and elegant room 
of the house.

MONA
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Glossy lacquered doors and 
cornices deliver a classic feel to 
Mona. This effect is modernized 
with chrome handles. 

Wide countertop surfaces of Mona 
offer more space to work on.
Elevated placement of wall units 
gives Mona the ability to keep 
kitchen accessories and utensils 
in a more elegant style.

Effective use of vertical surfaces 
makes even the smaller spaces 
functional.
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Wooden slats of glass door units 
along with the showcase used as a 
fancy display area emphasize the 
classical touch of Mona. 

Chrome or gold, horizontal or knob 
handles, Mona’s specially designed 
glossy lacquered table and classical 
chairs enhance the effect of 
sophistication further. 
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An inviting style that recalls life in 
nature… Arte successfully blends 
the elements of yesterday and 
tomorrow together. 

Details reminding us of our early 
tendencies; aged wooden surfaces, 
handles and trimmings are symbols 
from the past. 

Innovative functions are offered in a 
traditional way. They add emotional 
value to the technological demands 
of today’s world. Ideal for those 
longing for a peaceful and natural 
lifestyle.

ARTE
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Cooking unit completed with 
elegant brass handles, rustic legs 
and the hood bring a modernized 
traditional antique oven look to our 
kitchen. Side panels with wooden 
open shelves and nostalgic open 
shelf dish racks are ideal units to 
create independent sections 
in the kitchen.

All the contemporary function 
expectations are met behind a 
traditional appearance. Corner 
base unit with basket, pull out 
wire baskets, deep drawers, and 
accessories within drawers. All 
these solutions take place perfectly 
beneath the natural look of the 
kitchen.
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Talia brings together the timeless 
beauty of classical style with the
practicality of the modern life. 
The classical grooves in matte 
and glossy doors are revived 
by a modern interpretation.

The golden handles appear 
like a salute to splendors of the 
past by bringing sophistication 
to Talia’s pure look.

TALIA
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ESTETICA DALLA FORTE VALENZA AR-
CHITETTONICA, BASATA SUL RIGORE 
ASSOLUTO. SOLUZIONI PER SPAZI 
CONTEMPORANEI, DOVE L’ECCE-
ZIONALE VARIETÀ DI COMPONENTI 
ASSICURA UNA VERSATILITÀ PROGET-
TUALE IN GRADO DI INTERPRETARE 
ABITUDINI ED ESIGENZE DIFFERENTI. 
SINTESI, THE LIVING AREA DEFINED 
BY THE OLUMES, AND CLEAN SURFA-
CES: AESTHETIC DESIGN RIGOROUS 
INTERPRET DIFFERENT PREFERENCES 
AND REQUIREMENTS.

Talia’s welcoming feel makes your 
kitchen the preferred area for small
gatherings.

Integrating the cooking area with 
the dining table allows you the 
luxury of enjoying your guests’
company while serving delicious 
fare right off the flame.
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Talia adds a modern angle to 
its romantic design. A palette of 
beautiful pastel colors with calming 
light tones are guaranteed to be 
in harmony with distressed black 
handles.

The practical accessories inside 
the drawers along with modern 
mechanisms allow Talia to create a 
bridge between classic styles and 
current needs.
 
The glass doors and various depths 
of Talia units yield practical and
versatile solutions by  making it 
possible to design elegant buffets 
and preparation areas. 
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A contemporary interpretation 
of the traditional kitchen… 
Elements belonging to the past 
are re-designed considering the 
current needs. Thus, Hera becomes 
functional and matches the 
modern living. 

The doors are manufactured by 
skillful hands through traditional 
rules. The unique arrangements of 
line patterned, grid and glassed 
doors recall the nostalgic ambiance 
and the kitchen becomes the new 
gathering place of the house.

HERA
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In this kitchen, where the traditional 
style is embraced, the vertical 
lines on the doors are supported 
by the grid deep drawers. Special 
emphasis given to the functional 
areas of the kitchen allows original 
compositions to reflect the warm 
appearance.

Massive hood, grid base unit doors, 
cornice and light pelmet complete 
the classic approach of the design. 
All daily needs are met by the use 
of various inner mechanisms and 
accessories.
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LINEADECOR

COLORS COMPLEMENTS
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ARTE

ARYA

DORA

EFFE

ESSO

ETNA

FILA

Cream  Green Alder Walnut

SOLID WOOD FRAMED

DOORS

S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

White Ivory Mint GreenSky Blue Light Gray Fume Chestnut White Cream Light Gray  Dark Gray BlackDark Savana 
Walnut

Dark Gray

SOLID WOOD FRAMED

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone

Stone

Dark Stone

Fume

Light Blue Sky Blue

Stone White Pearl White Beige

Red Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Deep Blue Ash GrayForest Green Dark Gray

Mist Gray

Mink Lemon Yellow

Black

White

Anthracite

Textured Oak Textured Teak Textured
Patina Oak

Textured Larch

TEXTURED LAMINATE

TEXTURED LAMINATE

MATT LACK LAMINATE

Textured 
Light Walnut

Textured Gray
Oak

Textured Dark
Walnut

Textured 
Brown Oak

Textured
Pine

Concrete
White

Concrete
Beige

Concrete
Gray

CONCRETE TEXTURED LAMINATE

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone Dark Stone

Light Blue Sky Blue

Stone White Pearl White Beige

Red Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Ash Gray Dark Gray

Mink Lemon YellowWhite

Deep BlueForest Green
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LAGO

HERA

LEA

Glossy Stone
White

Glossy Pearl
White

Glossy Fume

Glossy Light
Blue

Glossy Sky
Blue

Glossy Beige Glossy Mint
Green

Glossy Ocean
Blue

Glossy Light
Gray

Glossy Stone
Gray

Glossy 
Shadow Gray

Glossy Ash
Gray

Glossy Dark
Gray

Glossy Lemon
Yellow

Glossy 
Anthracite

KAPPA

LUNA

White Ash Dark Oak

SOLID WOOD FRAMED

SOLID WOOD FRAMED

Savana WalnutChestnut Light Chestnut Rome 
Chestnut

Sooty 
Chestnut

Nordic 
Chestnut

Natural 
Wicker

Dark Chestnut Dark Savana
Walnut

Glossy 
Shadow Gray

Glossy Ash
Gray

Glossy FumeGlossy Dark
Gray

Glossy 
Anthracite

Glossy Black

DOORS

Sky Blue Stone Gray Fume

SOLID WOOD FRAMED

MELAMINE FRAMED

White Ivory Salmon

Glossy Cream Glossy Tortora Glossy Opus
Ivory

Glossy Opus
Cream

Glossy Opus
Mink

Glossy Brick
Red

Glossy Red Glossy Opus
Burgundy

Glossy Gray

Glossy Light
Stone

Glossy Dark
Stone

Caramel Oak

Black

Glossy Black

Glossy Snow
White

GLOSSY LACQUERED GLOSSY LACQUERED

Walnut Milano 
Walnut

Gray WalnutSanded Oak Oslo Oak Gnarled Oak

S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

Glossy Stone
White

Glossy Pearl
White

Glossy BeigeGlossy Cream Glossy Tortora Glossy Opus
Ivory

Glossy Opus
Cream

Glossy Opus
Mink

Glossy Light
Stone

Glossy Snow
White

Glossy Lemon
Yellow

Glossy Dark
Stone

Glossy Light
Blue

Glossy Sky
Blue

Glossy Mint
Green

Glossy Ocean
Blue

Glossy Light
Gray

Glossy Stone
Gray

Glossy Brick
Red

Glossy Red Glossy Opus
Burgundy

Glossy Gray

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone Dark StoneStone White Pearl White Beige Mink Lemon YellowWhite

Glossy Deep 
Blue

Glossy 
Forest Green

Glossy Mist 
Gray

Glossy Deep 
Blue

Glossy 
Forest Green

Glossy Mist 
Gray

Fume AnthraciteMist Gray
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MITO

MONA

MIA

Sanded OakGlossy White White Silk Mink Sand Gray Dark Gray Oslo Oak Antique 
Light Oak

Gnarled Oak

MELAMINE

Cream Silk Stone Silk Naturel Oak

S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

GLOSSY LACQUERED

NEO

Sand GrayCream Mink Sand Beige

UV LAC

White

Fume

Light Blue Sky BlueRed Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Ash Gray Dark Gray

BlackAnthracite

DOORS

Walnut Milano Walnut Gray WalnutAntique Dark 
Oak

Glossy White Glossy GrayGlossy Vanilla Glossy
Capuccino

GLOSSY POLIMERIC LAMINATE

White Vanilla Mink Capuccino

MATT POLIMERIC LAMINATE

Natural WalnutOak

S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone Dark Stone

Fume

Light Blue Sky Blue

Stone White Pearl White Beige

Red Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Ash Gray Dark Gray

Mink Lemon YellowWhite

Anthracite Glossy Stone
White

Glossy Pearl
White

Glossy Fume

Glossy Light
Blue

Glossy Sky
Blue

Glossy Beige Glossy Mint
Green

Glossy Ocean
Blue

Glossy Light
Gray

Glossy Stone
Gray

Glossy 
Shadow Gray

Glossy Ash
Gray

Glossy Dark
Gray

Glossy Lemon
Yellow

Glossy 
Anthracite

Glossy Cream Glossy Tortora Glossy Opus
Ivory

Glossy Opus
Cream

Glossy Opus
Mink

Glossy Brick
Red

Glossy Red Glossy Opus
Burgundy

Glossy Gray

Glossy Light
Stone

Glossy Dark
Stone

Black

Glossy Black

Glossy Snow
White

Deep BlueForest Green

Mist Gray Deep Blue

Glossy Deep 
Blue

Forest Green

Glossy 
Forest Green

Mist Gray

Glossy Mist 
Gray
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DOORS
OPUS

OTTO

MATT LACQUERED GLASS

METAL TEXTURED LAMINATE

Ivory BrownMinkWhite

Metallic Grey Metallic 
Bronze

Metallic 
Anthracite

Cream Glossy White Glossy IvoryGlossy Cream Glossy Mink

GLOSSY LACQUERED GLASS

Dark Gray Black

Glossy BrownGlossy 
Burgundy

Glossy Red Glossy Dark 
Gray

Glossy Black

PETRA

Textured 
Oak

TEXTURED VENEERED

Textured 
Walnut

PICA

White Cream CapuccinoStone Anthracite

ACRYLIC

RITMO
S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

GLOSSY LACQUERED

SERA

Stone White

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone Dark Stone

Fume

Light Blue Sky Blue

Stone White Pearl White Beige

Red Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Ash Gray Dark Gray

Mink Lemon YellowWhite

Anthracite Glossy Stone
White

Glossy Pearl
White

Glossy Fume

Glossy Light
Blue

Glossy Sky
Blue

Glossy Beige Glossy Mint
Green

Glossy Ocean
Blue

Glossy Light
Gray

Glossy Stone
Gray

Glossy 
Shadow Gray

Glossy Ash
Gray

Glossy Dark
Gray

Glossy Lemon
Yellow

Glossy 
Anthracite

Glossy Cream Glossy Tortora Glossy Opus
Ivory

Glossy Opus
Cream

Glossy Opus
Mink

Glossy Brick
Red

Glossy Red Glossy Opus
Burgundy

Glossy Gray

Glossy Light
Stone

Glossy Dark
Stone

Black

Glossy Black

Glossy Snow
White

MATT LACQUERED WITH GOLD DECORATION

Deep Blue

Glossy Deep 
Blue

Forest Green

Glossy 
Forest Green

Mist Gray

Glossy Mist 
Gray
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Textured 
Anthracite

AXIS
Doors: Available in all Dora, Effe, Esso, Etna, Luna, Lago, Mia, Mito, Neo, Otto, Pica, Petra, Seta, Terra door colors.

Aluminium ChampagneDore

Profiles: Available in aluminium, champagne, textured anthracite and all lacquered colors.

White Beige Fume

CABINETS

Deep BlueForest Green

Mist Gray

SETA
S-MATT LACQUERED / MATT LACQUERED

TALIA

White Vanilla Mink Capuccino

MATT POLIMERIC LAMINATE

Glossy White Glossy GrayGlossy Vanilla Glossy 
Capuccino

GLOSSY POLIMERIC LAMINATE

TERRA
VENEERED

White Ash Savana WalnutChestnut Light Chestnut Rome 
Chestnut

Sooty 
Chestnut

Nordic 
Chestnut

Dark Chestnut Dark Savana
Walnut

DOORS

IvoryCream Tortora Brick RedLight Stone Dark Stone

Fume

Light Blue Sky Blue

Stone White Pearl White Beige

Red Mint Green Ocean Blue Light Gray Stone Gray Shadow 
Gray

Ash Gray Dark Gray

Mink Lemon Yellow

Black

White

Anthracite
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PICA PICA

DORA EFFE ESSO

ESSO ESSO

LEA LEA

OTTO

OTTO

ARYA

ARYA

SERA

ARYA

SERA

ARYALUNA

ETNA

ARYA ARYALAGO

NEO

RITMO

HERA

MONA MONASETA TERRA

MIA

ONDE

MONAHERA

HERA

MITO

PETRA HERA

TERRA TONO

HANDLES
LINEADECOR

ARTE

ARTE

NEO INTEGRATEDDORA INTEGRATED MIA INTEGRATED

NEO INTEGRATED PETRA INTEGRATED

TALIA TALIA
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HANDLES TABLES

WORKTOPS

Stone Gray Stone Mink Stone Fume

40 mm - PVC Edged Laminated Worktop Calacatta Pulpis Acacia Rustic Oak

40 mm - Textured Laminated Postforming Worktop

ZENA - 80 x 120 cm

Table top: Available in all veneered, lacquered, melamine, textured laminate, 
lack laminate and worktop laminate colors.
Extendable table legs: White

ZENA - 80 x 120 + 40 cm 

ZENA - 80 x 120 cm

Table top: Available in all veneered, lacquered, melamine, textured laminate, 
lack laminate and worktop laminate colors.
Extendable table legs: Tortora

ZENA - 80 x 120 + 40 + 40 cm

RETE - 80 x 130 cm

Table Top: Glass
Table legs: Glossy Aluminum

RETE - 80 x 130 cm

Table top: Available in all veneered, lacquered, melamine, textured laminate, 
lack laminate and worktop laminate colors.
Extendable table legs: Glossy Aluminum

TALIATALIA TALIA
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TABLES

ALBA - 80 x 80 cm

Available in all veneered door colors.

ALBA - 80 x 130 cm

Available in all veneered door colors.

MONA - 90 x 90 cm

Available in all lacquered door colors.

MONA - 80 x 130 cm

Available in all lacquered door colors.

DUNA - 80 x 80 cm

Available in all veneered door colors.

DUNA - 80 x 130 cm

Available in all veneered door colors.

SERA - 90 x 90 cm

Stone White

SERA - 80 x 160 cm

Stone White
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ZENA 

White / Tortora

PERA

White / Cream / Brown / Fume

CHAIRS

ALBA

Available in all veneered door colors

SERA

Stone White

SERA BAR

Stone White

ARYA

Available in all veneered and matt lacquered door colors.

ARYA BAR

Available in all veneered and matt lacquered door colors.

OTTO 

Transparent / Black

ETNA BAR

Black

DEM BAR

White / Cream / Brown / Fume

MONA

Linen

MONA BAR

Linen

LINEADECOR
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All kitchen furniture and cabinets displayed on this catalogue are custom manufactured and made to order by our firm “Dekor Ahşap Ürünleri Sanayi AŞ”. 
Quality of our Lineadecor branded kitchen cabinets are certified by the Institute of Turkish Standards and German TUV and are covered with a limited
manufacturer’s warranty of two years. Due to the use of natural wood finish on our products actual colors, shades or texture may slightly vary from
sample images or sample models. We reserve the right to change specifications, models and colors listed on this catalogue. Kitchen tops, sinks, faucets 
and kitchen appliances shown here are used only for exampling purposes and these are not manufactured by our firm.

The well-known trade mark Lineadecor and all industrial designs shown on this catalogue are nationally and internationally registered trademarks and
designs of Dekor Ahşap Ürünleri Sanayi AŞ and all intellectual property rights thereof are reserved. Unlicensed or unauthorized use of the trademark and
designs are strictly prohibited and will be punished under the law.

All intellectual property rights of this catalogue including product descriptions, photos, images, page designs, font colors and color combinations are 
owned by our firm. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of this content is strictly prohibited. 

We extend our gratitude to all those who have 
assisted in preparing this catalog.

Project / Lineadecor
Kitchen Arrangements / Lineadecor & Life comunica
Art Direction / Life comunica - Marco Massalini
Photography / Life comunica - Giorgio Trebbi
Graphic Design / Life comunica
Styling / Paola Motolese Lazzaro
Text / Lineadecor 
Color seperation / Immagine e colore
Print / Grapho5
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